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              The perfect fit
            

              for every scenario
            
Learn more


  










  

    
      
                Hearing protection to enjoy beautiful sounds
              

                 

                At Alpine, we are there for you to get even more enjoyment from things you like to do, without being bothered by damaging or disturbing noise. We do this by offering high-quality hearing protectors – winner of the Red Dot Award! – for musicians, children, travellers, water sports enthusiasts, partygoers, motorcyclists, and people with sleeping problems among others.
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What is a decibel and how is it measured?
The decibel (abbreviated dB) is the unit used to measure the intensity of a sound. The decibel scale is a little odd because the human ear is incredibly sensitive. Your ears can hear everything from your fingertip brushing lightly over your skin to a loud jet engine.
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What is sound?
Sound is created when something vibrates and sends waves of energy (vibration) into our ears. The vibrations travel through the air or another medium (solid, liquid or gas) to the ear
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Hearing protection for babies
The ears of babies and toddlers are vulnerable. They develop substantially in the first few years after birth. Parents often expose their children to loud noises, without being aware of this. permanent hearing damage!
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          My ears are my most important instrument. You suffer hearing damage sooner than you think. That is why you can’t start early enough with wearing hearing protection. I can’t bear to think of what it would be like if I could no longer enjoy music because of hearing damage!
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            Laidback Luke

            /

            Producer & DJ

          

        

      

        
          I work in the music industry full-time, in which your hearing is the most important thing you possess.
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            Paul Mayson

            /

            Producer & DJ

          

        

      

        
          My ears are my career. Without my hearing I can no longer be a DJ. That is why I want to protect it as good as possible. I’m very curious to trying out the custom made earplugs from Alpine.
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            Ummet Ozcan

            /

            Producer & DJ
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The latest news, articles, and promotions, sent to your inbox.
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